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...continued on page 4
LCDR Heather Hornick, USN, 
will defend her dissertation in un-
dersea warfare, “Evolution of At-
mosphere and Ocean Boundary 
Layers from Aircraft Observations 
and Coupled COAMPS/NCOM,” 
in September. LCDR Hornick’s ad-
visor is senior lecturer Dapne Ka-
polka (Physics).
Strong offshore winds are fre-
quently observed over the Gulf of 
Tehuantepec in the eastern Pacific Ocean when a high pressure sys-
tem over the Gulf of Mexico creates a cross-isthmus pressure gradi-
ent. Turbulent mixing and upwelling in the upper ocean can reduce 
the sea surface temperature by several degrees within hours, and the 
surface fluxes of heat and momentum are highly variable within a gap 
outflow region. This mixing is accompanied by significant changes to 
marine and atmospheric boundary layers. Analysis collected during 
the Gulf of Tehuantepec experiment (GOTEX, 2004) provides new 
insight into the spatial and temporal evolution of the marine and atmo-
spheric boundary layers during gap outflow events. Previous studies of 
the Navy’s Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System 
From the Dean: The NPS research community is highly successful 
and diverse. In my short time in this position, I have become increas-
ingly impressed with the quality and breadth of our programs and 
faculty. I still have much to learn and I appreciate the community’s 
patience with me as I continue my education.
It is also true that the NPS research enterprise is undergoing un-
precedented change that could affect our ability to be as successful in 
the future. Change itself is not the problem, but rather change without 
attention to downstream effects. My tasks are to accurately identify 
potential effects and to document effects of those changes that have al-
ready taken place. To those ends, I need feedback from NPS research-
ers. 
If you foresee or have experienced problems with process changes, 
please let me know. You can email feedback to research@nps.edu. Al-
ternatively, you can send comments anonymously via a new suggestion 
box available on the Research web site or directly at the following link: 
http://intranet.nps.edu/ResAdmin/SuggestionBox/SuggestionForm.
html.
FY13 Interim Accounts: Interim accounts are being established for 
those projects where work must commence prior to the receipt of fund-
ing from the sponsoring agency in FY13. An interim is established 
to assure that expenditures are appropriately aligned to the sponsored 
project. Labor should not be charged to another account or the depart-
ment account with the thought that “it can be paid back when the spon-
sored funding comes in.” Only labor and travel required before the re-
ceipt of sponsored funding can be charged to an interim account. The 
interim request form is at www.nps.edu/Research/rspa.html#Forms.
Energy at NPS: Check out NPS’s Defense Energy Program at http://
faculty.nps.edu/dl/energy/index.html. Information is available on 








































































Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences  
Funds available to date: $71.5M
Projects funded in August
Ohio Replacement Program Power Electronics Performance • 
Evaluation, Bob Ashton, ECE (NSWC-Carderock Division)
Advanced Processing Techniques for Image Deblurring (• AP-
TID), Dave Garren, ECE (SAF)
EcE•  Distance Learning Program, Clark Robertson, ECE (Vari-
ous)
DARPA Active Authentication, • Jim Scrofani, ECE (DARPA)
SOMI•  Workshop Support, Jim Scrofani, ECE (DOE)
Analysis of Ship Magnetic Signature Using Nonlinear Control • 
System Methods, Xiaoping Yun, ECE (NSWC-Carderock)
Robust Air Traffic Control of Multiple Small UAV Systems in • 
the Non-Positively-Controlled Airspace, Isaac Kaminer, MAE 
(NASA)
Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel Observations for Envi-• 
ronmental Control Hurricane Formation and Intensification, 
Russ Elsberry, MR (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center)
Probabilistic Ceiling and Visibility Predictions for the Air • 
Force Weather Agency, Josh Hacker, MR (HQ, USAFWA)
Transport Imaging for Diffusion Length Characterization of • 
CDTE, Nancy Haegel, PH (GE Global Research)
Curriculum 475 Remote Sensing Intelligence Support, • Chris 
Olsen, PH (NGIA)
DL Program in Engineering Acoustics, • Kevin Smith, PH (Vari-
ous)
Beam Source and Collective Effects and Instabilities in FEL • 
Performance, Richard Swent, PH (HEL Joint Tech Office)
Naval Chair of Systems Engineering and Systems Engineering • 
Research Program, Dan Burns, SE (Strategic Systems Program)
PhD, MS in Systems Engineering, • Wally Owen, SE (Various)




























































Research and Education Institutes, Centers, and Other 
Funds available to date: $59.7M
By Department
Projects Funded in August 
2012 Cyber Security Certificate Program, • Alan Howard, USPTC 
(USEUCOM)
Open-Source Consortium for Humanitarian Assistance Re-• 
search, Scott Miller, Cebrowski (ONR)
Disaster Response Information Technology and Information • 
Sharing Assessment Capability, Brian Steckler, Cebrowski (OSD)
Crowd Sourcing for Software Verification With DoD, • Geoffrey 
Xie, Cebrowski (DARPA)
Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative, • Kristy Murray, 
MOVES (DHRA)
Certificate Program in Medical Modeling and Simulation, • CDR 
Joe Sullivan, USN, MOVES (USUHS)
TSOA•  and Related Field Experimentation, Ray Buettner, NPS-
SOCCOM (ARL)
AP-155 • UAV Flight Testing, Bob Bluth, CIRPAS (Northrop 
Grumman)
JFAT•  Sentry Project, Bob Bluth, CIRPAS (USARO)
UAV•  Flight Testing, Bob Bluth, CIRPAS (AeroVironment, Inc.)
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Graduate School of Operational and Information Sciences  
Funds available to date: $79.7M
By Department
Projects funded in August
Navy Certifier Program Special Offering, • Karen Burke, CS 
(NSWC-Corona Division)
Runtime Verification of Complex Probablistic Agent-based • 
Systems, Doron Drusinsky, CS (DTRA)
Collaborative Research: Teaching Computer Security Through • 
Interactive (Non-Digital) Games, Zachary Peterson, CS (NSF)
Iran Futures Workshop, • Glenn Robinson, DA (USCENTCOM 
SOCCENT/ J5)
Purple Rain, • Bill Roeting, IS (USAF Adv. Capabilities Office)
Collaboration Opportunity with Marine Corps Operations • 
Analysis Division, Michael Atkinson, OR (USMC Combat De-
velopment Command)
Master of Systems Analysis DL Program, • Steve Pilnick, OR (Var-
ious)
Human Systems Integration DL Certificate, • Larry Shattuck, OR 
(Various)
POST- ARAB-SPRING GOVERNMENTS IN NORTH 
AFRICA: IDENTIFYING FOCUS AREAS FOR 
ECONOMIC ADVANCEMENT
Jacob M. Plichta, Lieutenant Commander, United States 
Navy
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs-September 
2012
Advisor: Robert E. Looney, Department of National 
Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Springborg, Department of National 
Security Affairs
The power transitions precipitated by the Arab Spring revolu-
tions afford opportunity for significant positive political and 
economic change. However, the specific areas in which improve-
ment is most essential to generating economic advancement are 
less obvious than those associated with improved governance, 
and are less likely to be uniform across all countries involved. In 
consideration of that assertion, this thesis identifies areas most 
correlated with economic growth, the fostering of a positive en-
trepreneurial environment and progression to a more advanced 
economic stage of development through employment of two 
distinct statistical methods, and applies them to the North Af-
rican countries affected by the Arab Spring revolutions. Areas 
in which improvement is required to create positive change that 
are specific to the country being studied are thereby determined. 
The cases of pre–Arab Spring Libya, Tunisia and Egypt were 
examined in an attempt to provide guidance and focus for the 
enormous tasks of governmental construction and reform the in-
coming administrations of each country will face. The ultimate 
outcome of the analysis is an expression of the vicious economic 
cycle unique to each, including a determination of causal factors 
identified as areas in which improvement will be most likely to 
favorably transform their economies. LCDR Plichta won the Hans 
Jones Award for Excellence in Thesis Research in Special Operations and 
Irregular Warfare or Security, Stabilization, Transition and Reconstruction 
and Louis D. Liskin Award for Excellence in Regional Security Studies.
WAVE-POWERED UNMANNED SURFACE VEHICLE 
AS A STATION-KEEPING GATEWAY NODE FOR 
UNDERSEA DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS
Lieutenant Timothy W. Rochholz, United States Navy 
Masters of Science in Applied Physics–September 2012
Advisor: Tim Chung, Department of Systems Engineering
Advisor: Joseph Rice, Department of Physics
By analyzing data from a long-duration deployment of four 
wave-powered unmanned surface vehicles called Wave Gliders, 
an assessment of operating characteristics informs the potential 
utility of the Wave Glider in an undersea distributed network 
as a replacement for a moored communications gateway buoy. 
Specifically, the wave-powered propulsion system is analyzed to 
assess endurance, operability, and application in an undersea dis-
tributed network as the gateway node.  The results of the study 
serve to identify the parameters for an experiment designed 
to test the Wave Glider as a station-keeping gateway node. LT 
Rochholz is the recipient of the Chief of Naval Operations Undersea War-
fare Award.
...continued on page 8
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xxxFaculty/student research
NPS DISE GROUP AIDS SALINAS LAW ENFORCEMENT
The Distributed Information Systems Experimentation 
(DISE) research group at NPS is applying DoD con-
cepts and technologies to assist public safety and law 
enforcement. DISE’s common-tactical picture project 
was presented to the Salinas police department at a 
demonstration and press conference in Salinas on Au-
gust 30th. Primary investigators are Research Asso-
ciate Professor Shelley Gallup, Research Associate 
Brian Wood, and Research Associate Scott McK-
enzie.
A common tactical picture (CTP) is a map of 
force positions, used by the DoD to track machines, 
structures, events, and people. The Salinas Police De-
partment and other civilian law enforcement within 
Monterey County are transitioning from a manual CTP 
system (based on voice reports of locations). The coun-
ty has acquired 400+ digital radios that share their GPS 
positions over secure P25 channels and interoperate 
with federal, state, and local agency communications. 
By using DISE research to capture and display digi-
tal GPS transmissions from all radios in the network, 
a real-time CTP is achieved, which results in greater 
operational efficiency and effectiveness. Knowledge of the “bat-
tlespace” provides immeasurable advantage over an adversary that 
operates without it. 
Press coverage in the Salinas Californian and Monterey Herald can 





Map of south Salinas showing squad-car locations and direction as yellow 
triangles and nearest hospital as a red cross.
(COAMPS), using the atmospheric component only, have shown 
large discrepancies in air-sea temperature difference, surface 
fluxes, and turbulent kinetic energy, although the general feature 
of the gap outflow is well predicted in wind fields. Hornick uses 
COAMPS v. 5, fully coupled with the Navy Coastal Ocean Mod-
el, to simulate all gap events observed during GOTEX 2004. An 
evaluation of the fully coupled model revealed that the simulated 
surface fluxes benefit from the two-way coupling as a direct re-
sult of the improvement in the air–sea temperature difference. 
After graduation, LCDR Hornick will report to Naval Special 
Warfare Group 10, Little Creek, Virginia. 
LCDR Benjamin Jones, USN, will receive a Ph.D. in 
oceanography for his work on echo statistics of aggregations of 
scatterers in a random waveguide and their application to biologic 
sonar clutter. Advisors are Professor John Colosi (Oceanography) 
and senior scientist Timothy K. Stanton of Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution. 
Reverberation—echoes from the water column boundaries 
and non-target scatterers within the water column—often limits 
active sonar system performance. Fish can contribute sonar re-
verberation under conditions such as a horizontally looking sonar 
system operating at mid-frequencies, where scattering by fish with 
resonant gas-filled swim bladders can dominate over bottom or 
surface reverberation. Jones examines various elements of an ac-
doctoral students, continued from page 1 tive sonar system ensonifying 
aggregations of water column 
scatterers to determine rela-
tive contributions of physical 
factors in producing target-
like echoes (i.e., clutter). Ele-
ments considered include 1) a 
shallow-water waveguide, 2) a 
stochastic, range-dependent 
sound-speed profile, 3) a di-
rectional acoustic source, 4) 
a variable scattering response, 
and 5) an extended scattering 
volume. Numerical modeling 
predictions are compared with analytical models and observa-
tions. Modeling is validated with long-range, broadband sonar 
measurements of aggregations of fish in the Gulf of Maine. Key 
results include the classification of a mixed assemblage of swim-
bladder-bearing fish, with target-sized aggregations, that produce 
a significant number of echoes that are at least 15 decibels above 
background levels. These sparsely distributed scatterers produce 
highly non-Rayleigh distributions of echo magnitudes, well-mod-
eled by a computationally efficient, physics-based model.
LCDR Jones’s next tour will be as oceanographer for Com-
mander, Submarine Force Atlantic in Norfolk, Virginia.
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27th, by Arnold Kim of UC Merced, on optical beam propagation 
and scattering in random media.
 
DRCSI will organize an Enrichment Week activity on September 
20th, focusing on biomedical engineering and neuroscience and led 
by ONR program director Thomas McKenna.
 
Professor S. S. Sritharan will give an invited lecture entitled “Sto-
chastic Navier-Stokes Semimartingale: Solvability, Control and 
Large Deviations,” at the international conference on Stochastic 
Differential Equations at Voronet, Romania, organized by the Uni-
versity of Iasi, Romania.
 
Professor “Atma” Mandrekar of Michigan State University joins 
DRCSI as an NRC senior fellow to work in a number of problems in 
signal processing, stochastic processes, and probability theory.
 
Professor Ming-Cheng Shiue of the National Chiao Tung Univer-
sity in Taiwan will visit DRCSI for the first two weeks in September 
to collaborate with S. S. Sritharan on dynamic optimization and 
stochastic methods in ocean–atmospheric coupled systems.
 
Defense analysis 
Roberts, N. (2012). “A Revolution in Military Adaptation: The US 
Army in the Iraq War.” Journal of Comparative Policy Analysis, 14(3), 
270-271.
Defense Resources Management 
Institute
In June 2012, Associate Professor Diana Angelis was invited to 
review a research project conducted by the RAND Corporation. 
The research examined the Navy’s cost-adjustment sheets that 
modify the Navy’s flying-hour program (FHP) budget to assess 
whether process reforms may be appropriate. The results of the re-
search were published in a RAND report.
 
Assistant Professor Laura Armey acted as a reviewer for two pa-
pers on defense-economics topics for the Western Economic Asso-
ciation International Conference, San Francisco, 28 June–2 July. 
Assistant Professor Jason Hansen, “Living within our means: 
the case of population growth and economic development under 
scarce water resources,” 87th Annual Conference of the Western 
Economic Association International Conference, San Francisco, 
February 2012. Hansen also reviewed a series of papers on hydrau-
lic fracturing, natural-gas development, and environmental impacts 
from these activities for the 25th Annual Conference of the Center 
for Research in Regulated Industries, Monterey, June 2012. 
Associate Professor Robert McNab, Jorge Martinez-Vazquez and 
Javier Arze, “The Impact of Fiscal Decentralization on the Com-
position of Public Expenditures,” Western Economic Association 
International Conference, San Francisco, July 2012.
Krishna Pattipati, Eva Regnier, David Kleinman, et al, “Dy-
namic asset allocation approaches for counter-piracy operations,” 
presented at 15th International Conference on Information Fusion, 
Singapore, July 2012. 
Applied Mathematics
Aguilar, C. O. (2012). “On the existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions to the output regulation equations for periodic exosystems.” 
Systems & Control Letters, 61(6), 702-706. 
Aguilar, C. O., & Lewis, A. D. (2012). “Small-time local control-
lability for a class of homogeneous systems.” SIAM Journal on Control 
and Optimization, 50(3), 1502-1517.
Giraldo, Francis, “Development of the Nonhydrostatic Unified 
Model of the Atmosphere (NUMA): a unified model for  both lo-
cal area and global modeling,” presentation at Adaptive Multi-scale 
Modeling of the Atmosphere and Ocean Workshop, Isaac Institute 
for Mathematical Sciences, August 2012. 
Computer Science
Das, A., & Kendall, A. (2011). “Building a Small KM Collabora-
tion Portal,” CHIPS, Department of Navy’s Information Technolog y Maga-
zine, July–September 2012.
Arijit Das, Greg Belli, Erik Lowney and Tony Kendall, “Tips 
for the Accidental Oracle-on-Linux DBA,” presentation at the 
North California Oracle User’s group (NOCOUG) quarterly event, 
San Ramon, August 16, 2012.
Rowe, N. C. (2012). “Testing the National Software Reference Li-
brary.” Digital Investigation, 9, S131-S138.
Garfinkel, S. (2012). Lessons learned writing digital forensics tools 
and managing a 30TB digital evidence corpus. Digital Investigation, 
9, S80-S89. 
Garfinkel, S., Nelson, A. J., & Young, J. (2012). A general strat-
egy for differential forensic analysis. Digital Investigation, 9, S50-S59. 
Center for Decision, Risk, Controls and 
Signals Intelligence (DRCSI)
On August 20, 2012, John Osmundson (IS), Tom Huynh (DRC-
SI), and Gary Langford (SE) met with RADM (Sel) Robert Hoppa, 
Director of NMIO (National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Of-
fice, formerly the National Maritime Intelligence Center), to discuss 
work funded by NMIO since July 2012, which includes identifica-
tion of technologies affecting maritime security.  These tasks sup-
port NMIO’s focus on maritime-domain awareness and maritime-
intelligence integration.  
 
Professor S. S. Sritharan visited the Naval Marine Meteorology 
Research Laboratory at Monterey (NRL-MRY) to help plan com-
prehensive collaborative research in variational data assimilation, 
ensample and nonlinear filtering, optimal sensor placement for ob-
servability  and stochastic modeling of ocean-atmospheric coupled 
system. Follow-up meetings are planned to engage with NRL-MRY 
scientists to identify research areas of mutual interest.
 
DRCSI will organize seminars in strategic systems such as directed-
energy weapons including free-electron and solid-state lasers and 
tactical satellites for SATCOM SIGINT. The first will be September 
FACULTY NEWS
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Rohlfs, c. & Sullivan, R. (2012). “The Cost-effectiveness of Ar-
mored Tactical Wheeled Vehicles for Overseas U.S. Army Opera-
tions.” Defense and Peace Economics, in press.
Assistant Professor Cameron MacKenzie recently reviewed sub-
missions for IEEE Transaction on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Part 
A, the Journal of Cleaner Production, and the IEEE / Homeland Security 
Technologies Conference.
Associate Professor Robert McNab served as a reviewer for the 
journals World Development, Regional Studies, Public Finance and Budget-
ing, and Public Finance and Management. 
Assistant Professor Jay Simon is associate editor and a reviewer of 
papers submitted to Decision Analysis.
Associate Professor Natalie Webb serves as an associate editor 
and reviewer for Nonprofit Management and Leadership and reviewer for 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly. 
 
Francois Melese, “Military Cost-Benefit Analysis: Incorporating 
Affordability in Vendor Selection Decisions,” Institute for Defense 
Analysis (IDA), Alexandria, VA, 22 August, 2012.
Electrical and Computer Engineering
N. Paepolshiri, P. E. Pace and D. C. Jenn, “Extending the unam-
biguous range of polyphase P4 CW radar using the robust symmet-
rical number system,” IET Radar, Sonar and Navigation, Sept. 2012.
 
Phillip E. Pace, Mylene R. Arvizo, James Calusdian, Brian Luke, 
and Kenneth B. Hollinger, “Photonic Analog-to-Digital Converter 
Using the Robust Symmetrical Number System” patent filed with 
the USPTO on January 21, 2010. Serial no. 61/297040. Notice of 
Allowance, August 7, 2012.
 
M. Magalhaes, T. E. Smith, P. E. Pace, “Adaptive Node Capability 
to Assess the Characteristic Tempo in a Wireless Communication 
Network, IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Con-
ference, Paris, France, April 1 – 4, 2012. (WCNC 2012).
T.O. Gulum, A.Y. Erdogan, T. Yildirim, and P. E. Pace, “A Param-
eter Extraction Technique for FMCW Radar Signals using Wigner-
Hough-Radon Transform,” IEEE AESS Radar Conference, Atlanta 
GA, May 7 – 11, 2012. (RadarCon 2012).
 
Graduate School of Business and Public 
Policy
Arkes, J. (2012). Longitudinal association between marital 
disruption and child BMI and obesity. Obesity, 20(8), 1696-1702.
Mechanical and aerospace engineering
Fox, A. G., & Menon, E. S. K. (2012). Accurate determination 
of the low-angle structure factors of beta NiAl by powder X-ray 
diffraction. Scienceasia, 38(2), 182-187.
National Security AFFAIRS
Assistant Professor Sophal Ear was elected to a five-year term 
on the Council on Foreign Relations, starting in June 2011 and was 
honored as a Young Global Leader of the World Economic Forum 
for 2011-2016. 
Sophal Ear, “Emerging Infectious Disease Surveillance in South-
east Asia: Cambodia, Indonesia, and the Naval Area Medical Re-
search Unit 2,” Asian Security, 8(2): 164-187, July 2012.
Sophal Ear, “Human Rights and Democracy: We Can All Do Bet-
ter,” 15th Annual Freeman Salzburg Symposium on “Dynamic 
Asia: Strategies for a Common Future,” Salzburg Global Seminar, 
Schloss Leopoldskron, Salzburg, Austria, 18 June 2012.
Sophal Ear, “The President and the Pandemic,” Forum:Blog, 
World Economic Forum, 24 April 2012.
Sophal Ear, Film review, “Enemies of the People,” directed by 
Rob Lemkin and Thet Sambath, Contemporary Southeast Asia, 34(1), 
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, April 2012.
Sophal Ear, “The Political Economy of Disease Control: Cambo-
dia and Indonesia,” Nontraditional Security Issues in Asia Panel, 
the Association for Asian Studies (AAS) Annual Conference, To-
ronto, 18 March 2012
Sophal Ear, “Emerging Infectious Disease Surveillance in South-
east Asia: Cambodia, Indonesia, and the Naval Area Medical Re-
search Unit 2,” Asia Health Policy Program Working Paper #27, 
Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies, Stanford Uni-
versity, and Stanford Center for International Development Work-
ing Paper #453, 22 January 2012.
Sophal Ear, “The Geopolitics of China’s Global Resources 
Quest,” (with Sigfrido Burgos, Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations), Geopolitics 17(1): 47-79, 2012.
Associate Professor Zachary Shore has been reappointed to the 
Fulbright Foundation’s review board for Europe and to the Faculty 
Advisory Board of the Harvard International Review.
Oceanography
Herbers, T. H. C., Jessen, P. F., Janssen, T. T., Colbert, D. B., & 
MacMahan, J. H. (2012). “Observing Ocean Surface Waves with 
GPS-Tracked Buoys.” Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technolog y, 
29(7), 944-959.
Stanton, T. P., Shaw, W. J., & Hutchings, J. K. (2012). Obser-
vational study of relationships between incoming radiation, open 
water fraction, and ocean-to-ice heat flux in the transpolar drift: 
2002-2010. Journal of Geophysical Research–Oceans, 117, C07005.
Stanton, T. P., Shaw, W. J., & Hutchings, J. K. (2012). “Observa-
tional Study of Relationships Between Incoming Radiation, Open 
Water Fraction, and Ocean-to-ice Heat Flux in the Transpolar 
Drift:” 2002-2010. Journal of Geophysical Research-Oceans, 117, C07005.
Tyson, R. B., Friedlaender, A. S., Ware, C., Stimpert, A. K., & 
Nowacek, D. P. (2012). “Synchronous Mother and Calf Foraging 




from Multi-Sensor Suction Cup Tags.” Marine Ecolog y-Progress Series, 
457, 209-220.
Operations Research
Bradley Cowden, Ji Hyun Yang, Quinn Kennedy, Harrison 
Schramm and Joseph Sullivan, “Modeling of Helicopter Pilot 
Misperception during Overland Navigation,” AIAA 2012-4491, in 
AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference, Minne-
apolis, MN, August 13-16, 2012.
Chandeok Park, Ji Hyun Yang, and Daniel Scheeres, “Optimal 
Control of Spacecraft Formation Flying Transfers by Using Gener-
ating Functions,” in AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Specialist Confer-
ence, AIAA 2012-4586, Minneapolis, MN, August 13-16, 2012.
 
Ji Hyun Yang, Quinn Kennedy, Joseph Sullivan and Ron Fric-
ker, Jr., “Pilot Performance: Assessing How Scan Patterns & Navi-
gational Assessments Vary by Flight Expertise,” Aviation, Space, and 
Environmental Medicine, accepted on August 2012.
Distinguished Professor Donald P. 
Gaver received the INFORMS  award, 
dedicated to Dr. Jacinto Steinhardt, former 
head of the Navy’s Operations Evaluation 
Group, for outstanding contributions to 
military operations research including 
innovations in stochastic models, data and 
decision analysis, and simulation.
Smith, K. & Källhammer, J.-E. (2012, June 
4-7). “Field of Safe Travel: Using Location 
and Motion Information to Increase Driv-
er Acceptance of Pedestrian Alerts.” 2012 
IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (IV’12). Alcalá de Henares, 
Spain.
Physics
F. Alves, B. Kearney, D. Grbovic, and G. Karunasiri, “Narrow-
band terahertz emitters using metamaterial structures,” Optics Ex-
press., 20, 21025-21032 (2012).
P. G. Datskos, N. V. Lavrik,. R. Hunter, S. Rajic, and D. Gr-
bovic “Infrared imaging using arrays of SiO2 2 Micromechanical 
Detectors”, Optics Letters, Vol. 37, No. 19, October 1, 2012
Haegel, N. M., Chisholm, D. J., & Cole, R. A. (2012). “Imaging 
transport in nanowires using near-field detection of light.” Journal of 
Crystal Growth, 352(1), 218-223.
Kruse, F. A. (2012). “Spectral-feature-based Analysis of Reflec-
tance and Emission Spectral Libraries and Imaging Spectrometer 
Data.“ Algorithms and Technologies for Multispectral, Hyperspectral, and Ul-
traspectral Imagery XVIII, 8390, 83901F.
J. P. Hooper. “Impact fragmentation of aluminum reactive materi-
als.” J. Appl. Phys. 112, 043508 (2012).
Karunasiri, G., Alves, F., Grbovic, D., & Kearney, B. (2012). 
Montgomery Named 
Distinguished Professor
Professor Michael T. 
Montgomery, Meteo-
rology, has been named 
Distinguished Professor 
for 2012. Distinguished 
Professor is an honorary 
title conferred upon a 
small number of NPS 
faculty in recognition 
of exceptional and 
sustained scholarly 
accomplishments that 
have made, and continue 
to make, outstanding contributions to the NPS mission.
Distinguished Professor Montgomery pursues meteoro-
logical and geophysical fluid-dynamical research in tropical 
cyclones (hurricanes/typhoons), midlatitude cyclones, polar 
lows, fronts, and atmospheric vortices, including mesoscale 
convective, and stratospheric circumpolar vortices. Sponsors 
include NSF, ONR, NASA and NOAA.
“Identification of Nano-Scale Films for THz Sensing,” Micro- and 
Nanotechnolog y Sensors, Systems, and Applications IV, 8373, 837326.
Systems Engineering
Giachetti, R. E. (2012). “A Flexible Approach To Realize An En-
terprise Architecture.” Conference on Systems Engineering Re-
search, 8, 147-152.
Lee, K. R., Olsen, R. C., & Kruse, F. A. (2012). “Using Multi-
angle Worldview-2 Imagery to Determine Ocean Depth Near the 
Island of Oahu, Hawaii.” Algorithms and Technologies for Multispectral, 
Hyperspectral, and Ultraspectral Imagery XVIII, 8390, 83901I.
Mancini, S., Olsen, R. C., Abileah, R., & Lee, K. R. (2012). “Au-
tomating Nearshore Bathymetry Extraction from Wave Motion in 
Satellite Optical Imagery.” Algorithms and Technologies for Multispectral, 




The quarterly • Compilation of Thesis Abstracts is available at 
http://www.nps.edu/research/MoreThesisAbst.html.
Past editions of “Research News” are available at http://• 
www.nps.edu/research/Newsletters.html
The • Annual Summary of Faculty Research is available at http://
www.nps.edu/research/SummaryRes.html
The Faculty Expertise Directory is available at http://fac-• 
ulty.nps.edu/vitae/cgi-bin/vita.cgi.





Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement (CRADA)
Title: Advanced Technologies for Naval and Marine Systems
Partner: Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems 
PI: Jeffrey Paduan, Department of Oceanography
Summary: The objective is to develop and assess advanced 
technologies and concepts of operations in the areas of naval and 
marine systems to improve future war fighting missions. Initial focus 
areas will include evaluating the impact on propellant performance 
by non-compositional factors such as ingredient particle-size 
manufacturing processes, and evaluating compressed gas eject 
system architecture for underwater launched missiles. 
Title: Evaluation of Mesoscale Ensemble Prediction for the 
Joint Precision Airdrop System
Partner: University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
PI: Joshua Hacker, Department of Meteorology
Summary: Collaboration will incorporate and analyze the use of the 
Joint Precision Airdrop Systems, which combines the capabilities of 
two military Service programs. NPS and UCAR will evaluate the 
skill of impact locations predicted by JPAD when using weather 
predictions from the Mesoscale Ensemble Prediction Suite (MEPS). 
Data for verification, including predicted and actual drop locations, 
and relevant weather information, will be provided by UCAR.
Limited Purpose Cooperative 
Research and Development 
Agreement (LPCRADA)
Title: Equipment Loan, Compact Tablet Computer Systems
Partner: SDV, Tech, LLC
PI: Mathias Kolsch, MOVES Institute
Summary: The loan of Compact Ruggedized Tablet Computer Sys-
tems will be used solely to test feasibility of handheld-tablet com-
puter system for use aboard aircraft carriers to improve data entry 
workflow to improve training effectiveness (for both landing signal 
officers and pilots), deck safety, training cost and incident analysis. 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
Title: Communications Support for NPS Secure Computing 
Facility 
Partner: SATCOM
PI: Raymond Buettner, Department of Information Sciences
Summary: This MOU outlines the roles and responsibilities of the 
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and the 514th Signal Company, 
Satellite Communications Station, Camp Roberts (SATCOM) with 
regard to the establishment and support of a certified and accred-
ited secure computing facility at the Naval Postgraduate School Mc-
Millan Airfield, Camp Roberts, California.
Technical Services Agreements (TSAs)
Title: Transport Imaging for Diffusion Length Characteriza-
tion of CDTE
Partner: General Electric Global Research
PI: Nancy Haegel, Department of Physics
Summary: NPS will utilize its unique transport imaging capability 
(a JEOL 840A SEM with an attached optical microscope) to im-
age luminescence from materials provided by GE Global Research. 
NPS will perform preliminary transport imaging experiments in 
which spatially resolved images will be acquired under electron 
beam excitation. 
Title: UAV Flight Testing 
Partner: AeroVironment
PI: Robert Bluth, CIRPAS
Summary: NPS/CIRPAS, through its primary contractor Zivko 
will provide pre-flight coordination, flight coordination, range 
management, flight safety and facility management of customer’s 
testing activities at the CIRPAS facility and will ensure compliance 
with all CIRPAS policies and procedures. 
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3% Transnational Organized Crime and Trafficking in Persons • 
Workshop, Ted Lewis (DHS)
CHDS-NPS•  Pacific Executive Leadership Program, Ted Lewis 
(DHS)
By SponsorProjects funded in August:
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By SponsorProjects funded in August: 
Advanced Acquisition Program: Phase 1, • John Dillard (USMC - 
MARCORSYSCOM)
Support to the Naval Sea Logistics Center, • Ken Euske (NUWC-
Keyport Division)
